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Cyber Security in India  
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  ABSTRACT 
Development of technology has brought a big change in the world especially from 20th 

century. This technology development has also brought a big change in the information 

technology which is now being used by other people for the development purposes such as 

trading activities, for education purpose and others are using it to earn income which is 

not legal by stealing and hacking other people’s accounts which then has led to the huge 

loss of their accounts. This research paper has addressed three main issues the procedures 

on enforcement of cyber law on cyber scam as part of cybercrime its challenges in 

enforcement of the laws as a threat to cyber security in India and the effects in the society 

caused due to failure of enforcement of laws to stop such acts in India. Cyber scam has 

become a huge problem in different parts of the world as growing technical way of crime 

by criminal. Individuals and organisation lose a lot of their fund due to such acts which 

criminals try to earn money easily from them. The laws and implementation need a good 

collaboration and association among the nations to formulate laws according to the 

development of the technology as it can be done beyond boundaries of the country.  

Keywords: Cybercrime, Cyber Scam, Cyber security. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cybercrime is an activity that targets users of computer or the users of the internet. A computer 

connected to the network or network device can be attacked by criminals with illegal intention 

which can cause damage to the user. Cybercrime can be done by an individual person or a 

group of organized people with the intention to make money from what they do or cause a 

certain loss to the internet users by intervening their device.  Cybercriminals are well organized 

and sometimes they use advanced techniques and also are highly technically skilled which 

makes it a hard way for law enforcement body or individuals to identify them. Cybercrimes 

mostly affects the devices which are connected to the internet and resources stored operated 

for the purpose of earning income by the individuals or organisations who provide a certain 
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service online. 3 

Cyber security is the body of technologies, processes and practices designed to protect 

networks, computers, programs and data from attack damage or unauthorized access. The 

process of providing safety measures and protection to people, processes, and technologies 

working together to ensure safety for computer or internet users and reduce a wide range of 

threat that can affect the internet users. Cyber security it mainly provided by technical was 

which can be provided in the internet or by the laws enforced by the government of a specific 

nation or by international agreements between the member states. Cyber security it provides 

reduction of threat and vulnerability, deterrence, engagement of international agreements, 

response to incident, recovery policies, resiliency and activities, including operations in the 

computer network, assurance of the information, law enforcement. 

 Cyber security techniques, practices and policies provide protection to the digital data store or 

used in the internet for different purposes that can be transmitted or used in the information 

system for a specific purpose by the internet users.  

II. WHY IS CYBER SECURITY IMPORTANT? 

 Cyber security is important because it provides protection to the device which are connected 

to the internet which are involve in facilitation of different activities which are used for 

development such as trading activities ,provision of education for long distance training, social 

networking and also linking the world to gather which people can interact to gather share their 

thoughts and opportunities available in different areas which can be used for development and 

service provision .This shows how Cyber security provides contribute in the development of 

business and training opportunities in the world.  

 Cyber security it provides protection that can be used in facilitation of communication and 

maintenance of system used in communication. Communication it provides connection of 

people in different places of the word.  

(A) Cyber scams  

Cyber scam is done in different ways where by victims are fraudulently influenced by the 

scammers to do a transaction of money for a certain purpose which is not genuine. There are 

different was of fraud done by cyber criminals on the internet which led to misrepresentation 

to the internet users and they can cause damages to the internet users. Cyber Scammers they 

mostly concentrate in stealing money online or influencing the internet users to give their 

 
3 https://mrcet.com/pdf/Lab%20Manuals/IT/CYBER%20SECURITY%20(R18A0521).pdf 
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information which can enable them to get their money which can be access through the internet. 

Cyber Scams can be done in different ways which most of the time it involves fraud activities 

or mis representation of facts to the internet users. Cyber scam as a from of Cyber fraud can be 

done through phishing emails, SMS messages on your mobile phone, social media, scareware, 

fake tech support phone calls and other ways which can influence the internet users to give 

their information. Cyber Scam leads to theft which it is done through ATM cards, capturing 

login user name and password credentials and identity theft.4 

III. COMMON TYPES OF ONLINE CYBER SCAMS 

(A) Scam through Phishing emails 

Is one of the biggest ways of committing cyber scam. cyber scammers use unsuspecting users’ 

emails to send out emails using a face identity. In the emails sent by cybercriminals they try to 

trick the victims and make him believe that he has log in un trusted website that its normally 

used do business with. This is done by showing a bank, online shopping website, social media 

account, shipping companies and cloud storage companies.  

One of a popular phishing scam it was done to the Nigerian Prince or 419 scam.  This phishing 

scam a victim was sent emails which he was asked to help by send large amount of money un 

the country cash phony money or through a wire transfer to the thief. The trick which is used 

by cyber scammers they try asking for a small amount of money because it’s easy to get then 

larger amount tied up to be transferred through a wire transfer fees, processing fees or other 

tall tale which it’s not easy to fine where money was transferred after received through account 

cannot be easily traced.5 

(B) Scam through Fake Antivirus. 

Antivirus is a security software that provide protection the computer from being attacked by 

malware. A fake security software also known as scareware it can be sent to the internet user 

computer by the scammers. In which it will start showing a pop-up warning to the internet user 

showing that the device connected to the internet has a virus. The popup directs the user and it 

make him believe that if he clicks on the link the infection will be removed and the device will 

remain safe and clean. Cybercriminals cover themselves as they provide a Free Anti-Virus to 

the device which it’s not true and they implant malware that device which later can be used to 

 
4 Uk.norton.com. 2022. The 5 most popular online scams to be aware of in 2020. [online] Available at: 

<https://uk.norton.com/internetsecurity-online-scams-5-most-popular-scams-in-2020.html> [Accessed 17 May 

2022]. 
5 Ibid 4. 
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scam the victim’s money or anything which they want from that device.6 

(C) Scams through social media  

 

Social media scams the scammers use variety of posts to the victim that will be show in the 

news feeds with the intention of influencing a user to click and join the link provided which 

will allow the scammers to get access to the victim’s device. Such activity will allow the 

scammer to get users information it might be by joining to the link provided or giving feedback 

on the link.7 

(D) Scams through Mobile Phones 

Mobile scams are mostly done to through application or text messages that are sent to the 

victim’s phone. Phishing applications are designed like real application by the scammers which 

a victim can download that through his phone in which the app might be designed to give access 

the scammer to the device without the victim’s knowledge. Sometimes this is used if the 

scammers cannot get the information through phishing emails.8 

(E) Social Engineering Scams 

Social engineering is the other way that Cyber Scammers use to scam victims through human 

interaction. The Cyber Scammers interact with the victim in with the intention go getting his 

private information or sensitive information which can be used in scams. This makes it hard to 

victims to realise it easily before the scam its done because cyber scammers can use a victim’s 

nature or emotional reaction to trick him in order to get the information they want.9 

IV. PROVISIONS IN INDIAN LAW REGULATING CYBER SCAM AS A PART OF CYBER CRIME 

Cybercrime are regulated with a lot of acts in India it depends on how and which crime has 

been done by the criminals but mostly are mainly regulated by IT ACT (Information 

Technology Act 2000), Indian Penal code 1860 (IPC) and The Indian Evidence Act 1872. Both 

The Indian Penal Code and Information technology Act provides punishments and offences of 

various cybercrime and many clauses in The Indian Penal code and Information Technology 

Act are related to each other. Cybercrimes which are not covered by Information Technology 

Act 2000 they shall be covered by The Indian Penal Code may effectively use. cyber scam 

offence is punishable by both the acts Information Technology Act 2000 and The Indian penal 

 
6 Supra Note 4. 
7 Supra Note 4. 
8 Supra Note 4. 
9 Supra Note 4. 
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code 1860  

(A) The Information Technology Act (IT Act 2000) 

The Information Technology Act (IT Act 2000) has been enacted in India by the parliament to 

provide highlights with the penalties and punishment to safeguarding the governance, banking 

and commerce sectors operated by individuals or organisations through the internet.  

The scope of Information Technology Act has been enhanced to provide regulate 

communication devices connected to the internet and provide compensation if someone’s right 

has been violated. The Information Technology Act does not cover all of the cybercrimes and 

in some areas where the act is silence on a certain cybercrime The Indian penal code might 

prevail on the matter to highlight the crime and provide punishment of the offence committed. 

The following are some important sections of the Information Technology Act providing 

offences and punishment on different forms of cyber scam. 

1. Section 43 of IT Act –This section is applicable to a person who has cause damage to 

the victim to his computer systems without permission of the owner. The owner of the 

device can claim full compensation for the entire damage in such cases. This section 

provides the right to the victims to calm damages for their rights which are violated and 

provided in the Act. 

2. Section 66 of IT Act – Is applicable in the damages caused to the victims due to 

dishonestly or fraud committed by the accused referred to in section 43. The accused 

shall be punished with imprisonment term which may extend to three years or fine 

which may extend to Rs. 5 lakhs.  

3. Section 66B of IT Act –This section it incorporates the punishments and offence of 

receiving fraudulently a computer or stolen communication devices or which it provides 

punishment of imprisonment for three years and it can be added with 1 lakh fine 

depending on severity of the offence.  

4. Section 66C of IT Act - This section deals with offence related to the identity thefts 

done by imposter in digital signatures, hacking passwords and distinctive identification 

features. The accused if found guilty the punishment shall be imprisonment which may 

be extended to three years and might be added with fine of Rs.1 lakh.  

5. Section 66 D of IT Act – It was added focusing on punishment of cheaters doing 

impersonation using computer resources. Which the punishment of the offence shall be 

imprisonment of a term which may be extend to three years and also it might be added 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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with fine which may extend up to Rs 1 lakh.10 

(B) The Indian Penal Code (IPC 1980). 

The Indian Penal Code provides offences along with their punishment which they are not 

provided or covered by The Information Technology Act 2000 and their big offences that can 

cause a big impact to the society such as Identity thefts and associated cyber scam offences can 

be punished along with the Information Technology Act 2000. 

The following are primary sections related to The India Penal Code which deals offences 

related to cyber scams and their punishment. 

1. Forgery (Section 464)  

Which it provides punishment of a person who have committed the offence of forgery and he 

shall be punished with imprisonment for the term which may extend to 2 years or with fine or 

with both. 

2. Forgery planning to cheating (Section 468) 

If a person commits forgery in a document or electronic record to be used for cheating. The 

accused if found guilty shall be punished with imprisonment for the term which may extend to 

seven years alone with fine can be imposed on him. 

3. False documentation (Section 465) 

The accused if is found committing the offence shall be punishable by a jail punishment and it 

can be of up to 2 years or fine or both 

4. Presenting a forged document as genuine (Section 471)  

The offence is punishable in the same manner as if he had forged the documents or electronic 

record  

5. Reputation damage (Section 469) 

Document forged or electronic document forged to cause harm to the reputation of any person. 

The accused shall be punished with imprisonment for three years and fine. 

6. Punishment for extortion (Web Jacking) (section 384) 

The offence shall be punished with imprisonment of a term which may extend to three years 

with fine or both 

7. Cheating and dishonestly inducing delivery of property (Section 420) 

 
10 https://mrcet.com/pdf/Lab%20Manuals/IT/CYBER%20SECURITY%20(R18A0521).pdf 
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The accused shall be punished with jail imprisonment of a term which may extend to seven 

years and fine11 

V. LAND MARK JUDGEMENTS ON COMBATING DIFFERENT FORMS CYBER SCAM CASES IN INDIA 

(A) NASSCOM v. Ajay Sood and Others (2005) 12 

It was held by the High Court of Delhi as a landmark judgement in which “phishing” done on 

the internet was found as an illegal activity and there was no legislation in India dealing with 

such offence. The plaintiff can be awarded by the court injunction and recovery of damages as 

a compensation. In this case The National Association of Software and Service Companies 

(Nasscom)  was the plaintiff in the suit which was the largest software association  The National 

Association of Software and Service Companies (Nasscom) it was the largest software 

association in India while the defendant was the owner and operator of a placement firm that 

is specialized in headhunting and recruitment .According to the facts of the case the defendant 

prepared email which was sent to the third party with the purpose of collecting personal data 

that might be utilized for head hunting reasons in the name of Nasscom . During the 

investigation the defendants was found using names of the plaintiffs in sending the illegal 

emails which was reviled as  fake identities of employees According to the Court  observation 

the defendant was found guilty of violation of the plaintiff’s trademark rights in which the court 

issued an ex-parte ad interim injunction  for prohibition of  the use of the plaintiffs trade name 

or any other name related to the plaintiff by the defendants and also the defendant was restricted 

form clamming to be connected to Nasscom . The defendant was found guilty and he was held 

liable to pay damages for the violation of the plaintiff for trademark rights.13 

(B) Poona Auto Ancillaries Pvt Ltd Pune v. Punjab National Bank HO New Delhi & 

Others (2013) 

This case is related to phishing as a form of fraud committed through the back account of the 

customer.  Mr Rajesh Aggarwal was Maharashtra’s IT secretary who gave an order to Punjab 

National Bank for payment of Rs 45 lakh to Mr Manmohan Singh Matharu who was the MD 

of Pune-based firm Poona Auto Ancillaries. Mr Manmohan Singh Matharu was sent a phishing 

email and after he responded to that email a fraudster transferred Rs 80.10 lakh form his 

account in Pune to two PNB accounts in Gujarat and Mumbai which were temporarily opened 

to the PNB account of Sutlej Textiles in Kathu in state of Jammu and Kashmir. Mr Manmohan 

 
11 https://mrcet.com/pdf/Lab%20Manuals/IT/CYBER%20SECURITY%20(R18A0521).pdf 
12 2005 (119) DLT 596. 
13 https://blog.ipleaders.in/critical-analysis-cybercrime-india/ 
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Singh Matharu filed a complaint against the bank for lacking appropriate security checks 

against fraud accounts created to deceive their customers and requested to share the blame. In 

this case the bank was held liable and was required to compensate Mr Manmohan Singh 

Matharu the biggest compensation was awarded by the judicial adjudication of cybercrime 

case.14 

(C) State of Tamil Nadu v. Suhas Katti (2004)15 

The accused was a friend to the victim and she was interested to marry her after she has been 

divorced by her husband. The lady denied the accused from marring her hence the accused 

decided to threat her by send her emails which were posted in yahoo chat group using a fake 

account to harass, defame and obscene because she was divorced by her first. Also, the accused 

forwarded the same emails to the lady seeking information about her. The victim received a lot 

of unpleasant phone calls from her clients and people working with her after receiving email 

from their yahoo chat group. 

The accused was found holding the fake email and he was liable for fine and imprisonment as 

awarded by the court under section 67 of Information Technology Act of 2000.16 

(D) Pune Citibank Mphasis Call Centre Fraud (2005) 

This was cases of source engineering in United states $350,000 was transferred fraudulently 

over the internet from four bank accounts of Citibank customers in 2005.  The bank employees 

gained Pin from some customers by telling them it would be easy for them to assist them in 

tough situation when they are fare away from the branch of the bank. Customers claimed that 

their money was transferred to bank fake bank account in Pune. The software encrypted was 

not decoded or any breaching of firewalls, it was observed that only in the flaws of Mphasis 

system. Mphasis contact centre ex-employees are the defendant in the case. The employees 

were examined every time the enter and exit and it was proved that they could not copy down 

the numbers and they had to memorise them and later money was transfer from a cyber cafe. 

It was observed by the court that the defendant has committed the offence of using 

Unauthorised access to the customers which was used illegally. The defendant was held liable 

by the court for committing the offence and they were given punishment as per section 43(a)and 

section 66 of IT act 2000 and sections 420,465.467and 471 of the Indian penal code.17 

 
14 https://blog.ipleaders.in/critical-analysis-cybercrime-india/ 
15 2004 Citation CC. No. 4680 of 2004 
16 https://blog.ipleaders.in/critical-analysis-cybercrime-india/ 
17 https://blog.ipleaders.in/critical-analysis-cybercrime-india/ 
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VI. ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LAWS IN COMBATING CYBER SCAM AS A PART OF CYBER CRIME 

In the world countries have the first authority to regulate internet users and their 

communication industries which are regulated by governmental bodies. There are specific rules 

on the uses to which computers and computer networks may be put in particular there are rules 

on unauthorized access data privacy and protection to its citizens. They also provide limits on 

the use of internet and computer equipment which may be used by criminals to harm or to cause 

effect to the internet users. Due to globalization and technology development the world has 

become one thing which means communication through the internet can be done beyond 

boundaries of different nations. Due to the intensive impact of cybercrime nations decided to 

unite to gather to support each other by deporting cyber criminals or extraditing them to the 

countries the offence has been committed. 

The Council of Europe's Budapest Convention on Cybercrime it formulated the international 

multilateral treaty which deals with international cooperation for combating cybercrimes in the 

world. India signed the convention to combat cybercrime with different nations to harmonize 

its laws by a common criminal policy to cooperate with other nations in combating 

cybercrime.18 

The European Convention and other international treaties on cybercrime have made 

cybercrimes extraditable. The extradition can be allowed only in the case when offence is a 

punishable at least with severe imprisonment of one year or more offence under laws of the 

both of the countries and both are the signatory of pre-commission of alleged offence bilateral 

treaty for the extradition of offenders. Extradition is allowed if the commission of criminal 

offence established according to the conditions and provisions of Budapest Convention. Cyber 

scan is extraditable offence under Cyber Crime Convention 2001.19 

The second title of Computer related offences of the Cybercrime convention it provides under  

Article 7 Forgery with or using Computer and Article 8 Offence of fraud by or with the use of 

computer which both of the offences relate to Cyber scam as a part of Cyber fraud.20 

Extradition it mostly governed by municipal laws  

The non-uniformity of extradition laws raises various conflicts for extradition of nationals. The 

prima facie case quantum of punishment, mode of taking evidence and the extant of executive 

and judicial power in process of surrender of fugitive. Instead of these obstacles bilateral 

 
18 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
19 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
20 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
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treaties, municipal laws and judicial precedents led to application of extradition laws developed 

under international law. The basis of international rule of extradition is to ensure that no crime 

goes unpunished and that the offender is brought to justice.  The extradition policies ensure 

that the criminal may fled away from territorial jurisdictions but he could be brought back and 

tried for the commission of other offence.21 

VII. EXCEPTION OF EXTRADITION IN CYBER OFFENCES 

(A) Political Offence Exception: 

This exception is provided in Model Treaty on Extradition, Article 3(a) that instead of 

fulfilment of all requirement of extradition the requesting country can exercise of right of denial 

if the bilateral treaty provides any applicable exception. This exception is giving the right of 

reserving decision of extradition. The treaty it provides international extradition treaties 

prohibition of extradition for commission of political crimes. 22 

(B) Nationality Exception Rule: 

Sometimes nations do not allow extradition of the national’s base on controversial and well 

recognized principle of international extradition cases. This nationality exception prohibits the 

extradition of his own citizens.23 

(C) Military offenses or war crimes: 

Extradition is not allowed for war crimes or military offenses but all extradition treaties provide 

exclusion to extradition of persons charged with military offenses or war crimes.24 

VIII. IMPACT OF CYBER SCAM 

(A) Psychological impact 

Cyber scam can cause impact in the mental wellbeing due to the loss that has incurred. The 

victim of cyber scam can face anxiety or depression due to the huge amount of the money or 

high risk of economic instability which might end up affecting his mental stability or wellbeing.  

(B) Behavioural impact 

People behaviour might change due to high risk due to cyber scam and this might affect online 

trading and transaction which it easily facilitates smooth and easy trading activities which 

might end up decline on online business transactions. 

 
21 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
22 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
23 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
24 http://ignited.in/a/58246 
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(C) Financial impact 

The victim of cyber scam might have face financial income because the scammers have taken 

his money which might be used for development activities. This can lead to economic stability 

of a person and might increase poverty in the society  

IX. CHALLENGES TO ENFORCEMENT OF CYBER SCAM LAWS WHICH CREATE THREAT TO THE 

CYBER SECURITY 

(A) It’s hard to identify the Identity of cyber scammers. 

This is one of the challenges facing the global despite its efforts in combating cybercrimes. It 

remains outstanding to identify the true identity of cyber scammers. The process of identifying 

the criminals who have committed cyber scammers its not easy due to they use techniques to 

hide themselves from being identified. The global internet system is free and it can be accessed 

by any one there is no perquisites that one need to register or to be identified before or while 

using the internet across the globe. The freedom provided for communication and information 

it acts as a shield to protect the cyber scammers using different gadgets of telecommunication 

so as to make it impossible to trace the online Internet Protocol (IP) address of any user. The 

Internet Protocol (IP) of cyber criminals can be traced but its not easy to identify the cyber 

scammer’s identity.25 

(B) Jurisdictional challenges. 

In the observation of the principles of independence state sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

It’s observed that every nation in the world sha the authority to make its laws. The law made 

by a specific nation laws execution are bound to their citizens or people within their 

geographical limits. These laws sometime they lack specific section stating the offence 

committed and punishment due to the development of new invention on the nature of crime. 

Sometimes laws made by different jurisdictions or nations arise into conflict of laws which 

lead to the failure in the enforcement of the laws.26 

(C) Extradition processes challenge. 

Extradition provides that if a person has committed an offence at another country can be take 

back to the country which that offence has been done and be punish for the same. Most of 

extradition contracts have some restrictions or exception it might be due to difference of laws 

of the nations on the offence or defence of the nation to the accused hence it might protect the 

 
25 https://academicjournals.org/journal/JIIS/article-full-text-pdf/930ADF960210 
26 https://academicjournals.org/journal/JIIS/article-full-text-pdf/930ADF960210 
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accused and punishment might not be done. This might lead to failure of execution of cyber 

laws.27   

(D) The nature and collection of evidence challenge  

The enforcement of cybercrime laws depend upon the attempts are done anywhere across the 

world against the cyber scammers. The form of evidence available in the custody which is used 

by prosecution and its admissibility during the course trial of cybercriminals its used to provide 

proofs that the accused is liable of a certain offence some of cyber criminals might destroy 

evidence or might be hard for the police especially to the developing countries to proof the 

crime and it turns to be hard for the enforcement of cyber laws.28 

(E) Absence uniform and effective reporting and collection of data. 

Absence of effective uniform way of reporting of incidences of cybercrimes to the appropriate 

authorities or organisation across the World. Most the nations have been affected by the impact 

of cyber scam. There is no global enforcement and attention for observation of the extent of 

the threat of cybercrimes which leads to unwillingness to disclosure of cyber scams.  lack of 

cooperation of the victims, witnesses with the law enforcement agents or other agencies which 

deals investigation and prosecution of cyber scam.29 

(F) Time, efforts and cost incurred in investigation and prosecution. 

The cost of investigation as a scientific crime solving approach it needs effective machines 

which is used to gather of evidence in cyber scam. At some point there some situation when a 

cyber scam has occurred it take every long time to be realised which it gives an opportunity for 

the criminals to destroy evidence or failure to identify them.30 

(G) Lack of adequate legislation and ineffective ones were extant  

The enforcement of cyber laws it becoming hard to a certain extent due to inadequate 

legislations and the ineffectiveness of laws. The new invention and form on how cybercrimes 

are done its become hard for the victims to identify grounds of filling the case or the nature of 

the case to be described easily.31 

(H) International law without enforcement mechanisms 

The enforcement mechanisms it’s hard because there is no strong force which enables and 

 
27 https://academicjournals.org/journal/JIIS/article-full-text-pdf/930ADF960210 
28 https://academicjournals.org/journal/JIIS/article-full-text-pdf/930ADF960210 
29 https://academicjournals.org/journal/JIIS/article-full-text-pdf/930ADF960210 
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ensures the implement international laws and they cannot be persuaded by to the extent 

convincing international law to prevail over municipal laws and event its execution it depends 

upon municipal laws in the countries.32 

(I) Lack of universal law governing cybercrimes 

Every state it enforces the laws on their own way that makes it every hard of quick execution 

of cyber scam criminals a cybercrimes due respect no jurisdiction governing the whole world 

and which makes it hard for law enforcement due to execution procedures take long time and 

process 33 

X. CONCLUSION 

This paper has addressed some key issues regarding cyber scam on how laws regarding cyber 

scam can be enforced and their challenges of enforcement which creates a threat to cyber 

security globally but with highlights to India as a case study. Different nations have tried to 

create and enforce laws related to cybercrime but steal cyber scam as a part of cybercrime its 

steal going on growing day by day.  Due to the growth of technology and increase of internet 

user’s cybercrime has been also growing due to the criminals tries to take it as an advantage on 

their side. A lot of cases of cyber scam as a part of cybercrime which it needs to be regulated 

its effect and to ensure proper protection of the internet users. Sometimes crimes are done 

beyond boundaries of the country which it takes long to execute criminals to the countries that 

they have done the crime which they sometimes take it as an ambit to hide themselves and 

recuing them from being punished and the continue doing the acts which cause a big damage 

to the victims 

XI. RECOMMENDATION   

Cyber security is important for the development of the current world affairs which it needs to 

be protected. Despite different steps taken by different nations cyber scam as a part of 

cybercrime has been regulate to a certain extent but there have been some obstacles which have 

been used by criminals to hide themselves from punishment or being caught. This loophole has 

to be decreased by creating more efficient ways to regulate such as of cyber scam. Nations 

should unite to gather by creating a common law among nations on combating, formation on a 

world organization where cyber cases shall be easily executed and enforce the cyber laws. 

Advancement on investigation tools and strong security system which will enable the police to 

detect and identify criminals also public should be educated on the procedures and how to 
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report cyber scam cases. This will help the all nations to assist each other to identify and combat 

cyber scam and it will be easy to identify cyber criminals. 

***** 
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